This chapter offers my perspective as a professional librarian and former manager on accessing the research evidence in the business and management fields. I describe the barriers faced by managers, students, and scholars in locating and reading the peer-reviewed literature: its scattered placement, varying formats, controlled access, and swiftly changing environment. I explore how those roadblocks are being overcome, and offer practical recommendations for both managers and researchers on what they can do today to bring that evidence to light.
Introduction
The following is a true story… Congratulations --you've just been promoted to manager! After years of hard work, you're now the department head. People report to you. You have products and services to deliver and customers to satisfy. How do you learn to manage all this, day-to-day and for the long term? With luck, you've had some training. You might find yourself a good mentor or two, and perhaps someday you'll get a chance to enroll in executive education at the local business school. But those are future, and only partial solutions. Wait a minute! There must be a multitude of answers and good advice available in the thousands of business books and articles 3 occurred to me to search for research articles, let alone meta-analyses on specific topics. If this is what it was like for me, then how is it for other managers?
This chapter offers my perspective as a professional librarian on accessing the research evidence related to business and management. I describe the roadblocks that the layperson and typical manager would commonly face in trying to answer a practice question using this evidence, and also the challenges that even students and scholars confront in locating this research. I then discuss ways to surmount those roadblocks in the short term, and what might be done to reduce them further on. As my experience and research has been Western-focused, this will cover the situation as I see it in the English-speaking and European world; certainly similar situations exist in Asia, South America, and Africa, but that coverage awaits another author.
Roadblocks
It wasn't until I became a librarian at a university that I discovered the range, promise, and complexity of scholarly research and recommendations on management issues. The density of language in that research, and its sometimes tenuous relation to the problems managers face, has been discussed in numerous articles (Cascio, 2008; Markides, 2007; Sutton, 2004; Vermeulen, 2007 ) But those problems aside, there is another formidable obstacle to contend with: the complex configuration (primarily in cyberspace) of that body of knowledge -how it is stored, how to identify what is relevant to a particular question, and who can get to it. As healthcare manager John Zanardelli says in his chapter in this 4 Handbook, "It is often challenging and may be near impossible to find quality evidence." Here I'll attempt to explain why that is by describing those barriers, after which I'll explore the ways they can be circumvented, more of which are opening up each day as a result of new technologies, attitudes, and initiatives.
As a nod to all those practitioner-aimed books that flow into public libraries and airport bookstores, let's examine "The 3 Roadblocks to Finding the Evidence."
Roadblock #1: Chaos
The first roadblock to finding the evidence is the way it is currently located and configured. At the moment, the peer-reviewed research articles and books that could form the basis for evidence-based decision-making are scattered over a diverse and disordered universe of publications. These articles and books are in numerous formats: print, microfilm and microfiche, CD-ROMs, and on the Internet.
In the past, of course, the printed and bound academic journals and books that contained all scholarly knowledge were kept and accessed exclusively in research libraries, and in the private collections of individual subscribers. To find articles on a particular topic, the only tools available were print indexes, also only in libraries: in the case of business literature, those were the Industrial Arts Index (1913 -1957 ) Business Periodicals Index (1958 One way, of course, is by direct subscription --a costly and time-consuming arrangement, for both individuals and libraries. It is also rare that all articles of interest will be contained in a few publications, and no person or library can subscribe to everything. Most of the significant business and management scholarly journals have been acquired by a small group of publishers, of which the principal ones are: Elsevier (Science Direct,) Wiley-Blackwell (Wiley Interscience,) Emerald, and SAGE. This can be helpful in terms of consolidation and standardization, since they provide across-the-board searching systems (though only for titles they own and via websites that they control.) However, the bad news, for libraries at least, is that the dwindling competition gives these publishers more monopolistic pricing power.
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A more efficient way to access these articles is through subscription-based databases, which have contracts with the journals' publishers. These databases also offer searching systems that can locate articles on a particular topic. The Center (from Gale/Cengage); and JSTOR (from ITHAKA). The holdings within these databases differ widely -there is much unique but also overlapping coverage. They also often contain a mix of practitioner, mainstream, and academic publications (though most make some effort to distinguish which is which). Furthermore, the holdings are a moving target: titles are constantly dropped and added, dates are expanded and cut back. Some of these databases have exclusive contracts with high-demand publications --for instance, EBSCO currently has a lock on the Harvard Business Review. And many journals are not fully available in any database, and must be subscribed to directly. Added to this, the entire publishing industry is undergoing a radical transformation, making the entire situation temporary and unstable. The output of these organizations is readily accessible to members or clients, but for non-members they are often exorbitantly expensive and sometimes unavailable at any price.
Books are the other important repository of management research and knowledge, and their landscape is quite different from that of journal publishing.
First, the electronic availability of academic books is proceeding more slowly than that of journal articles (Housewright & Schonfeld, 2008) . In academic libraries, the books that tend to be acquired as e-books are not research monographs, but textbooks, reference works, multimedia, and out-of-print books (Tedd, 2005) . Publishers, also, are still issuing their scholarly books primarily in print form. A look at the book purchasing options from Baker & Taylor's YBP Library Services --a major purchasing service for academic libraries --shows that of 371 titles classified both as "advanced academic" and "management" published between 2008 and 2010, only 64 were available as e-books as of this writing.
Even at Amazon, which has put a supreme effort into supplying e-books for its Kindle book reader, its "Management Science" category --admittedly mixing the 8 practitioner books with scholarly ones --offers over 9400 printed titles to 936 Kindle titles. Thus the primary place at the moment to get hold of book content is not over the internet, as in articles, but still in libraries and in bookstores (or purchased over the internet, but still in a physical package). Although, with the milestone recently reached at Amazon, where by July of 2010 more electronic books were being sold than print ones (Miller, 2010) , this situation is quickly evolving.
Second, although there is a recognizable group of book publishers that reliably submit their books to the peer review process, notably university presses and others such as Routledge, SAGE, Blackwell, and Palgrave Macmillan, the boundaries are becoming blurred. Some professors go commercial, availing themselves of the greater marketing power of publishers like Penguin or
HarperCollins. This would make it difficult for a random reader to know in which corner --popular or scholarly --a particular book stands, unless that reader has learned how to detect the signs of a solid underpinning of research, such as scholarly citations, academic credentials for the author, and the use of scientifically determined evidence. At the same time, university presses, under increasing financial pressure, must base decisions on what is viable in the marketplace, and so a greater number of well-researched manuscripts never see the light of day (Wilbourne, 2001 ).
Roadblock #2: Invisibility
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The second roadblock consists of difficulties in locating research relevant to your needs in this confusing landscape. The first thing to consider is how to even learn of its existence. This trove of carefully researched, compiled and vetted knowledge is largely invisible to varying degrees depending on whether you are a manager, a student, or a professor.
As regards managers, it seems almost hopeless for the byzantine and unadvertised research landscape described above to compete with the marketing juggernaut that ubiquitously offers up the likes of Who Moved My Cheese? (Johnson, 1998) and Fast Company magazine. The diffusion of business books and magazines is a big industry, as is clearly seen in the thriving "business" sections in airport and other bookstores (Furnham, 2000,) Financial Times, now presents "insights from great business minds" in e-snippets so short they can be read in 10 minutes on a cell phone and are priced under $3 (Rich, 2010) . Any Google search will turn up a veritable Babel of practitioneroriented magazines, reports, and newsletters. Small wonder that multiple studies have shown that managers read little academic research (Terpstra & Rozell, 1997; Kay, 2001; Rynes, Colbert & Brown, 2002; Case, 2008) . For evidence-based management to find some visibility among all that glitz will be a daunting challenge. This is not to say that all of popularly available management advice is, to quote Bob Sutton, "crap" (Sutton, 2006) , but that it's hard for the non-academic to distinguish opinion from science unless they know to look for citations to scientific research.
Students and professors make use of the scholarly literature at their disposal in varying degrees. Professional journals in academic librarianship are filled with laments about how few campus denizens use databases as opposed to the open web (Cason & Van Scoyoc, 2006; Griffiths & Brophy, 2005) , inspiring a campaign led by academic libraries to promote "information literacy" (more on this below). When I give lectures on business information resources to both undergraduate and MBA students, their surprise and even wonder at what has been for years right under their noses shows that mere availability is not enough.
Guidance and promotion are also needed, if students are to "search for the best available evidence", a key component of evidence-based teaching (Rousseau & McCarthy, 2007) . Professors, however, especially junior faculty, are gradually making the transition from their traditional methods --scouring journals and keeping in touch with collegial networks --to a dependence on electronic information resources (Shen, 2007; Housewright & Schonfeld, 2008) .
Even for those aware of the great body of research that exists, there is the challenge of learning to search through terabytes of electronic text. The other evidence-based fields of medicine and education have a much easier time, since each has its research consolidated in one dedicated overarching database: PubMed 11 and ERIC, respectively (both funded by the government). In those cases, there is only one system to learn, and one route to finding the material. But in the case of business research, every database and most of the publishers described above provide their own searching and retrieval systems, which are maddeningly unique and often opaque. Even seasoned scholars report significant frustration and difficulty when trying to navigate through these systems (Institute for the Future, 2002) . Most universities have tried to address this problem of multiple search environments by purchasing and providing a "federated search" application, with names like MetaLib, WebFeat, and Explorit --systems that can search through multiple commercial databases as well as other text-based digital collections and catalogs simultaneously. These, however, are far from perfect and suffer from numerous usability problems (Gibson, Goddard and Gordon, 2008) . The database ISI Web of Knowledge, though not a federated searching product, provides essentially the same function for scholarly literature, as it searches through and delivers citations from over 12,000 academic publications. Using it is so complicated that it offers lengthy online tutorials. Even more recently, libraries are incorporating newly developed "discovery services," such as Summon, Worldcat Local, and Primo Central, which create Google-like search engines for all library-provided content.
Google is addressing this difficulty with characteristic aplomb. Google Scholar (scholar.google.com) is in fact a free federated searching tool, available to anyone with an Internet connection, looking through the contents of thousands of scholarly journals, papers, and books. (It has recently added patents and legal documents.) As one might expect, it is far more intuitive and easier to use than the commercial products. But like ISI Web of Knowledge, it provides for the most part only access to citations, linking to a publisher's site where the content can be purchased. (There are two exceptions to this. One is that, for anyone attached to a university, Google Scholar is usually linked to the subscriptions that the university has paid for -and so there is a seamless connection to the full content for those who are on campus or who are using the off-campus internet access application. Another is that Google -in its customary magical way -can occasionally find a link to content even when it is protected, such as to a prepublication document, to a research repository, or to a professor's personal website.)
Roadblock #3: Inaccessibility
The third obstacle is actually getting hold of the articles and books themselves. A savvy and determined manager (or one who has read this chapter) might use Google Scholar to find exactly the right article -even a meta-analysis or systematic review --to address a particular management problem. But will she be able to get her hands on it? Databases are like gated communities; access to the full text of all of these articles is severely limited by ownership rights, subscription or pay-per-view systems, and intellectual property controls.
For individual managers, the barrier is significant. While larger corporations in the past had their own corporate libraries, those have been disappearing for decades (Matarazzo & Pearlstein, 2007; Housewright, 2009 ).
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The cost of databases and subscriptions to individuals and small businesses can be prohibitive; for instance, the Journal of Organizational Behavior costs $363 yearly for individual subscribers, who can only get it in print. Single articles can be purchased from most publications, but that cost is also a deterrent -$31.50 per article from Science Direct, for example. Databases cost tens of thousands of dollars. The relation of scholarly research to practitioner publications has been compared to haute couture vs. prêt-a-porter (Alvarez & Mazza, 1998 ) -elite and expensive on the one hand, accessible and affordable on the other. Studies showing that managers value "ease of use and general accessibility" in their information sources (Terpstra & Rozell, 1997) reveal that these obstacles can be fatal to hopes of scholars reaching practitioners.
For students and professors, who have campus connections, university libraries have undertaken the role of acquiring and managing these subscriptions, but, especially lately, they are under severe budgetary pressure to cut back, even as costs increase each year (Oder, 2009) . Furthermore, the databases provide far from unlimited access to begin with, often enforcing "embargoes" -meaning that a certain number of months or years of current content is blocked. Online subscriptions to individual titles do provide current content, but exact heavy extra costs for early issues. Only the most well endowed university libraries can afford to provide unfettered immediate access to all management publications.
(Although for those willing to wait, the interlibrary loan system can usually deliver a needed article or book.)
New Forms of Access
Yet, roadblocks can be overcome, so let's look at the ways that we --students, researchers, managers, and librarians --can now or in the near future get our hands on good, solid evidence in books and journals, in meta-analyses and systematic reviews, and in handbooks and encyclopedias. We hope for a quick evolution of handy and authoritative tools emerging from an Evidence-Based Management Collaborative (Rousseau, 2007) , but even in an optimistic scenario, those will probably be a few years in the making. In the meantime, we are not without resources.
Where you are --working in a large corporation, affiliated with a university, starting up your own business, even what city you live in --makes a difference in your access rights. For those affiliated with universities, access to subscription journals and databases is generally a given. However, those who are not might be surprised to find that a free library card from their local public library will give them online access to some of the better business and management databases. Major cities have multiple offerings, but even smaller cities, such as Hartford, Birmingham, Worcester, and Cincinnati, provide at least one of the major business research databases (although, sadly, the recent financial crisis is causing some libraries to cancel those subscriptions.) In addition, alumni offices are starting to provide similar access to their university's graduates; a 2006 report showed that 18% of 102 top universities surveyed already offered this (Wells, 2006,) and if queries by the MBA students that I see are any indication, there is a growing demand for this service.
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As mentioned above, Google is working on this as well, and since that is where most people go for information online today (Marshall, 2009) , this is a good thing. Google Scholar (scholar.google.com) and Google Books (books.google.com) are not the whole answer, but as meta-searching tools, they are immediately accessible, simple to use and constantly evolving. A simple search: "meta-analysis pay for performance" in Google Scholar turns up a number of good peer-reviewed possibilities. For those not university-related, of course, it will not lead to the article itself, but the abstract, readily available, may be almost enough. The same search in Google Books also provides some excellent sources,
one of which is the Blackwell Handbook of the Principles of Organizational
Behavior, edited by Edwin Locke (2000). My search led directly to the chapter "Pay for Performance" by Cathy Durham and Kathryn Bartol (both management professors,) and provided the scanned entire text of that chapter, references and all. Due to copyright restrictions, the texts available from Google Books will be missing numerous pages, and the results of searches like this will be serendipitous and changeable from day to day, but they will certainly provide something of substance. By 2009, Google Books offered the searchable contents of over 10,000,000 entire books, and is making plans to provide "free access to full texts at a kiosk in every public library in the United States." (Brin, 2009) . Two recent movements spearheaded by university libraries are attempting to have some impact on some of these issues. First, the growing "information literacy" movement is aimed at teaching students at all levels (Bennett, 2007 ) not only about "the practical skills involved in effective use of information technology" but also about "the nature of information itself, its technical infrastructure and its social, cultural, and even philosophical context and impact." (Shapiro & Hughes, 1996) . This will hopefully address both the "difficult to search" and "not knowing what exists" problems, in that students who go on to the business world will have an educated sense of what information has true value, where it is, and how to get to it. Hopefully this will instill in students the motivation and skills they need to look for and find useful evidence in their postgraduate careers.
Second, the "Open Access" movement encourages the authors of scholarly research to make their work freely accessible to the public, eliminating the stranglehold that scholarly publishers have on the kind of management articles discussed here (Suber, 2007) In the meantime, many organizations are moving ahead in the race to provide informational guidance on management issues.
The effort to gather, consolidate and compress peer-reviewed management knowledge on specific topics into readable and authoritative form is proceeding on numerous fronts, some profit-oriented and some not, and with varying degrees of accessibility and trustworthiness. For instance, the Society for Human
Resource Management now offers 11 reports that are "effective practice guidelines" which present "important research findings in a condensed, easy-touse format for busy HR professionals" (www.shrm.org). These are handy, attractive and quickly downloadable booklets of around 50 pages, covering topics like "Recruiting and Attracting Talent", "Employee Engagement and Commitment", and Performance Management --and free to anyone with a computer.
There is also a growing number of handbooks and encyclopedias on business and management. These are works that strive to present concepts and findings in a concise and authoritative way; some of them have been published in print form for years, but their recent electronic publication and corresponding publicity blitz makes them far more visible, though with price tags that would Long-time academic publisher Emerald --www.emeraldinsight.com --which claims to be the "world's leading publisher in management research," has initiated an ambitious foray into resolving the research-practice gap. As they clearly state on their website: "To make the world better managed means a bridging of the gap between the world of research and the world of application.
Emerald's mission is to make this a reality." (first.emeraldinsight.com/about/philosophy.htm) They have developed a number of information packages specifically targeted at business students, teachers, and managers. These include: "Emerald Management Reviews", abstracting articles (both their own and other publishers') from what they describe as "the top 300 management publications worldwide, as selected by an independent accreditation board of industry experts"; a "Literature Review" search of the journals in their collection, which turns up meta-analyses and systematic reviews, the abstracts of which neatly outline the purpose, methodology, and findings in each article; and the "Emerald ManagementFirst" selection aimed at managers. Their statement that "successful managers recognize the value of quality research and know that actions based on sound evidence beat those based on suspect intuition every time" sounds as though it comes directly from the Evidence-Based Management movement! But since the content they provide is basically limited to their own publications, which do not include many important management research sources, this is not only an inadequate solution, it's a misleading one since there is little hint of what is missing. However, the format and the intent --providing a link between managers and researchers --are definitely on the right track.
Internet developments over the last few years, such as social networking, collaborative online projects, self-publishing, and OpenCourseWare, have not Another future consideration is the information-seeking behavior of the next decade's managers and faculty, as well as that of current students. A number of studies (Connaway et al, 2008; Rainie, 2006) have looked at the habits of "digital natives" as they enter the workplace and the academy, and who would be ready to enter management and scholarly ranks in 2016. This paradigm-shifting experience, of having grown up online, will impact all aspects of management practice and theory, but will also affect how future generations look for, evaluate, and even create evidence. Rainie sees video games, for instance, which are played by virtually all college students today, as "the 'training program' for young workers that helps form their attitudes about the way the work-world operates --a world full of data-streams, where analysis and decisions come at twitch speed, where failure at first is the norm, where the game player is the hero, and where learning takes place informally." How this will play out vis-à-vis the world of academic publishing in management --where recommendations are carefully considered and investigated, where success is what is aimed for, where the work of many is compared and consolidated, and where discourse is formulaic and codified --is something to think about. To improve accessibility, researchers can also enlist in the "Open Access" movement by maintaining their right to self-archive their own work on their own websites or in their university repositories, thus making it freely available despite being published in a subscription-based journal. This is done by selecting a journal for publishing one's work that makes this option contractually available.
Recommendations Until the Future Arrives
The SHERPA-RoMEO consortium, based at the University of Nottingham, keeps track of scholarly publishers' copyright policies; according to their data, out of 799 academic publishers, "63%... formally allow some form of self-archiving."
(SHERPA-RoMEO, 2010.) A list of those is available on its website, www.sherpa.ac.uk. Visibility is also enhanced in the process, as search engines such as Google Scholar readily locate and provide the articles in these archives; in fact, numerous studies "point to open access papers' being cited and consulted more often than toll-access work" which incidentally also serves promotion requirements for academics. (Willinsky, 2006 .) Even better than simply participating would be to actively endorse and support this movement, in one's own university, in professional associations, and with colleagues. Federal legislation will push this substantially further, so all interested parties should voice support for the "Federal Research Public Access Act of 2009".
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The roadblock of "chaos" discussed above could be overcome by an organization taking on the responsibility of providing a single access route to reputable business research, such has been done in medicine with PubMed, in education with ERIC, and in psychology with PsycInfo, all of which are administered as not-for-profit enterprises by the National Library of Medicine, the U.S. Dept. of Education, and the American Psychological Association respectively.
Libraries and librarians can help in various ways. Most academic libraries already champion Open Access, and many actively participate by undertaking the task of handling their university's repositories for faculty research. Academic librarians can contact management professors in their schools to offer their services as guides to finding research and developing search strategies --either by giving a class lecture, by being "embedded" in a course (as an on-call information expert), by creating online resource guides, or by offering a course like the "Finding Evidence" course developed by NYU librarians, described by Anthony Kovner in his chapter in this Handbook. Public libraries for their part need to publicize their resources for businesses much more than they currently do, in order to increase their visibility, perhaps even engendering some corporate support for their continued existence.
The pace of change in the information industry is so breathtakingly fast that by the time this Handbook is in print, much of this terrain will look different.
This argues powerfully for speedy and resolute action on a major project to consolidate, clarify, publicize, and provide easy access to the valuable findings
